STOP
ANNOYING PHONE CALLS

There are several ways to do this.
Hopefully, one fits your situation.

 ‘Perfect’

Solution for Forrest Meiere.

 This

requires that you have an ‘Internet Phone’
(For example phone from Time Warner)

1: Use ‘NoMoRobo’. This is a free service
which maintains a huge database of ‘bad’
guys. Blocks them before they get to you.

2: Install ‘VZ_Enhanced’. Free program.
Update (FM) December 2017. Spectrum took over Time Warner and killed this program.

Nomorobo

(No More Robot Calls)
http:/nomorobo.com
They take care of everything.



(Note: all links here are ‘hot’; just click if connected to Internet)

If a ‘bad’ guy calls, you hear one ring and
that’s it. Just don’t answer one ring calls.

VZ_Enhanced
https://vzenhanced.github.io/

You get a ‘Call Log’ displaying calls.
Update (FM) December 2017. Spectrum took over Time Warner and killed this program.

If you see one you want to block, just
RightClick and chose ‘Add to Ignore List’.

VZ_Enhanced

This

program can block bad guys who
hide their phone number. Many
‘solutions’ don’t do this.

For example, NoMoRobo can’t do this.
Standard Time Warner blocking can’t do it.
For details of this program, go to
http://meiere.com/VZ

Forrest’s Solution requires
Voice over IP
e.g. ‘Internet Phone’

Peter Eisenberg has a solution
which should work with either
Landlines or VOIP; Sentry 2
(Next screen)

Block all, not some
100% blocking of all spam calls, new or repeat
Fully automatic
No need to do anything, SENTRY 2does it for you
Preload your White List
Easy setup, great for seniors

SENTRY 2: What's new?
- Preload "Good" numbers to White List – in my opinion, an awkward process, the forthcoming Sentry version 3 will solve this
with a telephone keyboard.
- Create White List at setup, so you can enjoy automatic blocking right from the start – there are two ways to do this, preload
the numbers or wait until you receive a “good” call and enter it in your White List.
- Auto save to White List
When an unlisted caller hears SENTRY’s voice message and presses 0, the caller’s number will be automatically saved to the
White List. – I use mine in the “basic mode” so the caller doesn’t get the Sentry message. I do, however, use the “Block no caller
ID” function.
- Turn the ring off
Now you can turn SENTRY’s ring off if you need to.
- Screen brightness improved.

Price is $59.00 at

